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THE CAPTAINS’ WELCOME 

To the New Gri�ns of Stanford Hall, 
 
Gentlemen, welcome home! We are not only excited to welcome you to your new                           
home for the next four years of your life but also ecstatic to congratulate you for                               
being selected to be a part of the greatest Residence Hall at Notre Dame: Stanford                             
Hall. While some of the other dorms on campus may say that the members of their                               
halls were randomly selected, we know very well that only the best of the best, the                               
crème de la crème if you will, are selected to join the noble ranks of Stanford Hall.                                 
We Gri�ns are known for our supreme athletic ability, rugged good looks,                       
charming personalities, astute knowledge in the classroom, and of course for our                       
exemplary gentlemanly behavior. Sound a bit like yourself? Yeah, we knew it. 
 
The Gri�n tradition has been in place for 60 years, ever since our dorm took the campus by storm and                                       
made the other inferior dorms tremble at Stanford’s mighty construction of cinderblock and mortar. Over                             
the years, our dorm has accumulated countless accolades and honors including winning the Interhall Cup,                             
which is awarded for our unparalleled athletic dominance (It’s sort of like the House Cup from Harry                                 
Potter but much cooler, and it’s no coincidence the Gri�ns resemble Gry�ndor). As recently as 2016-17,                               
the Gri�ns of Stanford Hall claimed the Hall of the Year. As all returning gri�ns know, we are coming o�                                       
a fantastic year and must continue the momentum in hopes of becoming Hall of the Year once again! We                                     
need the Stanford Class of 2023’s help to continue this commitment to excellence. 
 
It doesn’t take long to �gure out that Notre Dame is not an ordinary school and that our housing system is                                         
not a typical university housing system. The growth, friendships, challenges, accomplishments, and                       
everything else you experience and partake of in Stanford Hall will ultimately help mold you into the very                                   
man you are going to be for the rest of your life. Stanford Hall is also the best residence hall for spiritual,                                           
personal, and academic advancement while here at school, and pretty soon your fellow Gri�ns will                             
become your second family here at Notre Dame. There’s a lot to learn about Notre Dame and Stanford                                   
Hall, but hopefully this guide will help explain our values as Gri�ns, provide information about Stanford                               
and its residents, and let you know what you need to know before arriving at Notre Dame this August.  
 
Welcome Weekend will be activity �lled, giving you the opportunity to bond with your fellow new                               
Gri�ns as well as meet people from other dorms. Obviously, you will also move into your new room and                                     
become well acquainted with your modular furniture, but fear not! There will be burly upperclassmen to                               
assist you in setting up your room. Remember to make the most of Welcome Weekend. Meet new people.                                   
Talk to upperclassmen. Ask questions. Go outside your comfort zone.  Our dorm prides itself not only on                                 
being the best here at Notre Dame, but also on forging lifelong friendships, both with those in our dorm                                     
and with other Domers.  
 
Well, we’ve rambled on for long enough. We hope you’re getting as excited for move-in day as we are. 
Go Irish!  
 
Your Welcome Weekend Captains, 
 
Kellen Round and Pat Johnson 
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WELCOME WEEKEND CAPTAIN BIOS 

 
Pat “Sliq Riq” Johnson 
Frat Pat is a man of virtue like no other--rumor has it that Pat’s sole               
intention in life was to live in the Cinderblock Palace of Love. Pat             
originally hails from Long Island, where he attended the Notre Dame           
pipeline, Chaminade High School. Pat gained his campus-wide        
nickname his first year in Stanford by chanting “SCRAW” at every           
opportunity that presented itself as well as dressing for every formal           
if he were taking a fraternity composite. He loved Stanford from the            
moment he set foot in the dorm and knew everyone on campus within             
one week. A Stanford Stud in the classroom, Pat is double majoring            
in FTT and Marketing, and you will surely see him pulling           
all-nighters in Stanford study room, diligently honing his craft so that           
he can someday fulfill his dream of making it in the business world             
or whatever he wants to do. Other than that, Pat is involved in pretty              
much everything on campus, whether it be class council, helping          
guide the Stanford Interhall Football team to another title game,          
making movies with his FTT friends, working not one but two jobs,            
and, most importantly, being a member of the Notre Dame Cheer           
team. In fact, Pat is so busy that his friends like to play a game called                
“Where is Pat?” Speaking of friends, you can usually find Pat with a             
plethora of females. In all seriousness, Pat is one of the nicest, most             
genuine and outgoing guys that you will meet in Stanford. Pat will            
reside in the first floor six-man next year (Room 130), so don’t take             
my word for it, stop by and hang out with Pat yourself. He loves              
hanging with the boys, and if you need someone to talk to about             
classes, life, or if you just need to boost your confidence by beating             
him in Smash (don’t let him play as Toon Link), Pat is your man.  
 

 
Kellen “KRound” Round 
Graduating high school from a class 36 kids in the best kept secret of              
the United States (Montana) with a crippling ratio of 7 females to 29             
males, Kellen displays his incredible charm that this harsh         
environment has cultivated -- a pure product of natural selection.          
Growing up in Montana has equipped Kellen with an unorthodox set           
of skills necessary for survival in the rugged environment. From          
hunting to baking to impressive swing dancing, this highschool QB1          
has it all. Although Kellen is a science-business major, his affinity for            
agriculture shines through, as he tends to spend a great amount of            
time with the pigs of Breen-Phillips Hall. But don’t let his seemingly            
passive-aggressive period at the end of a text message fool you,           
Kellen is a genuinely good guy. Ever need help finding a girl for a              
dance? Kellen is a certified formal matchmaker. Ever need some help           
studying up for a Chem exam? Kellen is the man. Need help roofing             
your local school? For some strange reason, Kellen has acquired this           
skill too. Ever need help pulling out that win in Mario Kart? Kellen             
would be happy to link you up with a more polished player in the              
dorm! So swing by the 2 nd floor 6-man anytime you wish (don’t            
knock, just walk). 
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 WELCOME STAFF BIOS 

 

 
Adam “Oddly Flexible” Valenti 

G’Day! First off, do you like sleeves? Do you view sleeves as the             
quintessential aspect of a shirt? Then Adam Valenti is not the person            
for you! Snowflake Adam Valenti hails from the diverse and urban           
community of Farmersville, Ohio, population 1,002, not to be         
confused with the nearby Germantown, population 5,000. “What is         
Farmersville?” you ask. Well, Adam would tell you that that question           
is actually an answer in Jeopardy format. Jeopardy aficionado, Adam          
can answer faster and easier than he can pick you up, beat you with              
Rosalina on Smash Bros, or rise up the ranks to become Notre Dame             
Football’s shining star as a football manager. That’s right! Our          
lovable Stanford resident once stepped on the immaculate shoes of          
THE Brian Kelly! Such human to human contact is essential, so to            
speak, for Adam’s major, Science Preprofessional Studies.       
Furthermore, Adam has 8 siblings. You now know as much about           
Adam’s siblings as he does. On a typical day, you can likely find             
Adam in 2NS singing and dancing to Too Many Cooks (a video you             
should Google right now), stretching in an oddly flexible fashion or           
doing the activity he loves most: listening to reggae while eating jelly            
beans. Make sure to stop on by to 231 this year and discuss some              
queer feminist theory on intersectionality with Adam! 

 

 
Allan “Barack” Njomo  
Good luck finding a more Texas guy than Allan, he’s lived there for             
10 years, but he was actually born and raised in Kenya. Probably our             
country’s next Obama, Allan will be serving as Senator for Stanford           
Hall this year. His love for Obama is contagious, he is known for             
converting even the most hardcore Republicans into Obama fangirls.         
Allan is a big proponent of keeping his room open in 2 E/W. Just be               
careful not to go in there while he’s dancing to the latest hits in              
Christian rap- his unbelievable moves will surely put you in a trance.            
Allan is a big Interhall Football guy, carrying the team to victory for             
one game (literally carrying the first-down chains). He is also an avid            
soccer player, legend has it he can punt a bouquet of flowers to his              
boo all the way in West Quad. Look out for Allan’s daily joke on              
Snapchat- he really knows how to brighten your day. His comedy is            
unmatched. All in all, Allan is a great guy and really emulates what it              
means to be a Griffin. If you ever need advice or a good motivational              
speech, he is the man to go to. He truly knows what it means to have                
Big Stanford Love.  
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Andrew “Boj” Lifka 

Meet Andrew "Boj" Lifka. As a legacy of the legendary Stanford Hall            
Lifka family, Boj bleeds the green and yellow of the Griffins. When            
he's not taking classes at St. Mary's College (savage alert), you can            
find him in the 1 E/W quad playing Rock Band or Star Wars             
Battlefront 2, while most definitely listening to Eric Church or other           
country rockers. As a future teacher, Boj is very wise. Many of his best              
lessons he learned from the late great Jack Black through his           
performance in Boj's favorite movie and life manual,  School of Rock .           
Other than his knowledge of music and love of Jack Black, Boj is a              
very accomplished athlete, helping the Stanford Griffins win the         
Interhall baseball championship this past year, following in the         
footsteps of his Chicago Cubs. So, if any of these girthy           
accomplishments and interests seem like your cup of tea, come by the            
Fratio and talk to Boj! 
 
 
 

 
 

Drew “Anderson” Lischke 
Do you want to learn how to save lives at Notre Dame? Too nervous              
for that big bad gen-chem exam? Then the Drew Lischke starter pack            
is for you! Complete with birkenstocks, a baggy pair of hiking pants,            
an EMT certification, and a dazzling personality, this package will          
have you unnecessarily yelling your way through the first year of           
college in no time! Order in the next 30 minutes and receive a year’s              
supply of Kung Pao Cauliflower and the determination to bike 14           
miles every day, literally “going the distance.” Customers are raving.          
 Rector Justin McDevitt claims, “The Drew Lischke starter pack will          
make you forget about all of your worries…and possibly your room           
number!” Buy now! 
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Ico “the Icosystem“ Bengoa 
Venturing North from his hometown of Weston, Florida, Ico from          
Puerto Rico is known to be one of Stanford’s most lovable Griffins.            
You can be sure to find Ico in room 122 in section 1E/W this year               
where he’s residing due to his crippling fear of stairs- or in whichever             
room in Stanford has the most comfortable futon. Ico adamantly          
claims he’s not Spider-Man, though fellow Griffins find this doubtful          
due to his web-slinging antics, lofted bed leaps, striking resemblance          
to an animated Andrew Garfield, and the unavoidable fact that not           
one resident in Stanford hall has seen Ico and Spider-Man in a room             
at the same time. An esteemed libero on the interhall volleyball team,            
Ico spends his time upping his daily dap-ups, writing acclaimed          
essays, tutoring South Bend’s youth, and improving Stanford Hall’s         
gender relations in hall gov. Play Juice WRLD in your room and Ico             
will be sure to Spidey-Sense it and show up to share his great wisdom              
about power and responsibility. 

 

 
Gavin Jakubik 
Thought the Hawaiian islands were the most prominent islands in the           
US? Gavin will try to prove you wrong! Originally from Bainbridge           
Island off Washington state, Gavin will talk for hours about “the           
island” until he needs to run off to Griff Hoops or code something.             
As a computer science major, Gavin’s really good at, well computers,           
but he also loves a deep philosophical conversation. Maybe due to his            
island upbringings, Gav doesn’t venture far from home as you can           
usually find him in either Breen Phillips Hall or getting pizza from a             
dorm which shall not be named when he’s not hanging out in 2 N/S.              
A self-proclaimed LAX bro, grey t-shirts and blonde hair set Gavin           
apart, yet his easy-going demeanor and kindness to all make him a            
truly special Griffin. Possibly the best rocket league player in          
Stanford, Gavin is always up for a game except on Wednesday nights            
which he thoroughly enjoys and celebrates as a true scholar to mark            
the middle of a great week of studying and Notre Dame education.            
Gavin is a great guy to know so make sure to stop by and say hi to                 
Gavin! 
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James “Jimmy” Hegarty 
Meet James “Jimmy” Hegarty. Jimmy is the living embodiment of a           
Philly resident. When he’s not in the dining hall GROSSLY          
mispronouncing the words potato (puh-tay-tuh) and tomato       
(tuh-may-tuh), you can find him in the 3N/S super double (329)           
either yelling loudly at the TV because one of the Philly sports teams             
are “obviously” being cheated by the refs. On the weekends, you can            
find him in the 1E/W quad smiling and having a great time with the              
boys (who knew that gingers could display such emotion). When the           
quad pulls out Rock Band, you will be given the privilege to be able              
to witness him transform into the greatest bassist Stanford Hall has           
ever seen. On the off chance that Jimmy actually remembers to sign            
up for a shift at the climbing wall, you can find him there, greatly              
increasing the chance of developing arthritis in his fingers  working. 

 
 

 
 

Jimmy Topor 
Jimmy Topor, a living Stanford Hall legend, comes to Welcome          
Weekend equipped with the true energy of his motherland, the Jersey           
Shore, the training he has acquired under the tutelage of Nicholas           
Cage and Jack Black, and the foundation of years of past Griffin            
legends’ teachings to pass on the spirit of Stanford Hall to a new             
generation of Griffins. As a junior, Jimmy is entering his third year            
in Stanford Hall. He is an integral presence on the Stanford Interhall            
football team, a stud of the Mendoza College of Business, and a            
frequent leader of Unity Gardens volunteer groups. Taking residence         
in the 1E/W Fratio quad this year, Jimmy opens his humble abode to             
anyone looking for a game of Madden, Fortnite, a girthy Rock Band            
sesh, some laughs, advice, or just an undeniably great time. He is a             
fun-loving, Stanford-loving guy ready to make Stanford Hall home         
for anyone who steps into the Cinderblock Palace of Love. ““Let’s           
get rocking!” -Dewey Finn”” -Jimmy Topor 
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Jordan “J-Chang” Chang 
Can you find a more well-rounded guy that Jordan? His extraordinary           
mental capacity, remarkable athleticism, combined with his dashing        
good looks makes Jordan a jack-of-all-trades. A head injury sent          
Jordan to the ER during Interhall Soccer, resulting in stitches. It is            
rumored that the doctor was so horrified that Jordan had to give            
himself the stitches, which was no problem- he is an aspiring doctor.            
However, the very next day, this man ran a half marathon (finishing            
in record time in his height division) and still showed up to section             
basketball just hours after finishing. Jordan is sneaky athletic when it           
comes to basketball- his expansive knowledge of physics allows him          
to calculate each and every three point bucket (100% free throw           
accuracy by the way). Forget Harvard’s Lin-Sanity, we’ve got Notre          
Dame’s Chang-sanity! You can usually find Jordan wearing his         
signature grey Notre Dame hoodie and basketball shorts, even in the           
harsh South Bend winters. Jordan is extremely dedicated to         
academics- he even plans to get married in the basement study room,            
his study area of choice. Not to mention Jordan’s powerful, booming           
voice that earned him a spot in Notre Dame’s Liturgical Choir. In all             
seriousness, Jordan is a welcoming force in Stanford Hall. He is the            
first to invite you to Stanford Mass. If you have any questions            
whatsoever about any math or science classes, Jordan is your man.  

 

 
Martin “Party Marty” Kennedy  
In all likelihood, you will hear Marty Kennedy long before you see            
him. With a laugh that sounds like a wounded hyena in a blender, this              
Sociology and Peace Studies major is sure to make a strong first            
impression, probably of Drew Barrymore or Cher. As a proud          
self-proclaimed ‘Bender -which is somehow different than a Townie-         
Marty knows all of the ins and outs of what Fox News has called "the               
city that’s geographically closest to Notre Dame.” After an eventful          
year filling the role of Section Mom of 2N/S, Marty has decided to             
expand his horizons by moving into the room right across the           
hallway. When he is not busy being involved in seemingly every           
Stanford event and South Bend political campaign, Marty can most          
likely be found shotgunning Kombucha, binge watching Veep for         
451st time, or forcing people to register to vote (be thankful it’s not             
an election year!). The heart and soul of Stanford Hall, Martin           
Kennedy is a national treasure who must be protected at all costs. If             
you ever need a futon to sleep on, a hot bowl of tikka masala, or a                
delicious cheese sandwich, come on down to Room 240 and Marty           
will be sure to rock your world! 
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Michael “Babs” Babikian  
To any aspiring rappers, musicians, and honestly any musical artists,          
Babs is your guy. With the banger smash hit “Brown Plastic Bag”,            
Babs introduced the world to ‘aspiring rapper and part time trapper’           
Allan “Barack” Njomo. His music taste varies widely- from Strauss          
to Pink Floyd to Dr. Dre, he listens to almost anything (except            
country). You can find Babs humming “Tea for Two”, sitting in his            
room pretending to be Michael Corleone during his biweekly         
Godfather marathons, scrolling through Amazon for duct tape rolls,         
or beatboxing to classical music and the Ratatouille soundtrack. A          
big San Diego guy, you will find him skating through the quad            
screaming YO, but don’t call him a “Cali kid” or his voice may crack              
as he tries to explain that no one from California says “Cali”. The             
young man is a Section Trivia king with his expansive movie and            
biology knowledge, often knowing answers to questions like “What         
sea creature is the hippocampus named after?” With his room in 2            
E/W always open for a movie night or a discussion about why            
Monsters Inc.  is the best film ever made, Babs is a great friend to talk               
to. He gives great relationship advice (although he has yet to shoot            
his shot) and can walk you through step by step any Organic            
Chemistry reaction. If by any chance you crave some Ramen,          
poptarts, or apple juice, Babs is your man.  

 

. 

 
Namir Argilagos 

Namir Argilagos is a junior chemical engineering major from Asbury          
Park, New Jersey, the land of Bruce Springsteen. However, you’re          
much more likely to find Namir blasting JUICE WRLD than listening           
to the Boss. Namir’s favorite thing to do in Stanford Hall is            
procrastinating his organic chemistry homework in order to beat the          
rest of the third floor in Super Smash Bros. Namir is the best Smash              
player in the dorm (as confirmed by the most recent Stanford Smash            
tournament), but he is still looking for someone who can give him a             
challenge. His greatest achievement is winning the state        
championship in football as his school’s star running back (ask him to            
show you his ring), and he is working on continuing his legacy as he              
chases an interhall football championship for Stanford Hall. Namir’s         
biggest downfall is that he is a Dallas Cowboys fan (despite being            
from Jersey), but we mostly look past that due to their irrelevance in             
the past few decades. If you are ever looking to jam to JUICE or lose               
in Smash, you can find Namir in Room 329 or his second home, the              
MPR (third floor “study” lounge). 
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Patrick “The Love Guru”  Ryan 
What’s worse than living in Boston? How about being a die hard            

Yankees fan that lives in Boston. Such is the life of Patrick Ryan,             

Stanford Hall’s most eligible Griffin. While The Bachelor only lasts          

for a few weeks, Patrick has women vying for his attention 24/7, 365             

days a year. You’ll be hard pressed to find a time when he doesn’t              

have a woman or two hanging off his arms. And who can blame             

them! Coming from a family steeped in Notre Dame tradition (odds           

are you’ll run into at least one of his brothers while you’re here),             

Patrick is a stud infielder on the interhall baseball team, high-ranking           

member of the highly secretive Knights of Columbus, and the future           

face of the College of Engineering. He is literally the total package!            

If you ever have a spare minute, head over to Room 301 (knock             

first!) and meet Stanford Hall’s official Love Guru. 

 
 

 
Reynold Hamar 
Hailing from Orange County, California, Reynold is a down to earth           
guy with a great work ethic and an even better head of hair. Because              
of these qualities, Reynold was Stanford Hall’s representative on the          
Freshman Class Council. His first proposal on the council was a           
zipline directly from Stanford to St. Marys, which was quickly          
rejected due to “lack of necessity”. In addition to FCC, Reynold is            
involved in many campus and dorm activities. His on campus          
involvement includes Student International Business Council, in true        
finance hardo fashion, and Compass, a club designed to grow          
students’ faith in small groups. So, Reynold is your guy to talk to if              
you want advice on how to get involved. His dependability is           
exceptional, exemplified by his willingness to make his room a social           
gathering space when the fourth floor six man isn’t available. A fun            
fact about Reynold is that he is possibly the only Russ fan on all of               
campus, often quoting the rapper on his motivational snapchat stories          
designed to help his friends get through the day on a positive note.             
For those unfamiliar, Russ is the same great mind that has brought us             
profound ideas such as, “Being self-made means doing things your          
own way - and doing it without any handouts”, proving his ability to             
use Dictionary.com. All jokes aside, Reynold is an awesome guy and           
always happy to help if you have any questions! 
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Erik “I wear glasses” Verhey 
Erik “Rik” Verhey made the best decision of his life last spring by             
transferring from USC to begin his reign in the Cinderblock Palace of            
Love. He is frequently seen worshipping Tiger Woods’ photo in his           
Sunday red polo, all while crushing section trivia, dunking shots on           
the golf course, flaunting his Italian expertise, loving his city’s team,           
the Chicago Cubs, and speaking more often with his best Borat,           
Matthew McConaughey, Palpatine, Jack Black, or really any other         
impersonation than his own voice. Assuming his rightful place this          
Fall on the throne of the Fratio, Rik is determined to make this             
Welcome Weekend the start of a Record Year like none before seen. 

 
Tim “The Tighephoon” Tighe 

Coming straight out of Dallas, Texas, Timmy Tighe is an artsy boy            

who spends lots of his time drawing dope things. He will be a             

resident of 1 E/W next year but will undoubtedly spend the majority            

of his time at studio as all great architecture majors do. If you ever              

need someone to pull an all-nighter with , he probably has some work             

to do. As an outspoken supporter of parietals it is no surprise that Tim              

chose to live right in room 122, right next to the door, simply to              

prevent others from breaking the rules. Tim is known for having both            

the biggest smile and biggest hair in Stanford Hall as his flow can be              

seen from all the way across campus. Other than having the cleanest            

room in the dorm, Tim also has the biggest heart. 
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RECTOR AND RESIDENT PRIEST 

 

Justin McDevitt 
Rector, Stanford Hall 

Justin.M.McDevitt.8@nd.edu 

 

Justin is a native of Conroe, Texas, about 35 miles north of            
Houston. Justin got his Bachelor of Arts from the         
University of Houston. While there, he studied political        
science and religious studies. Throughout his time at the         
University of Houston he worked to integrate these two         
passions of his through his studies and extracurricular        
activities. Along with spending his time in the books, Justin          
was also a leader in Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship and         
participated in several mission trips to Mexico. Upon        
graduation, Justin worked in various fields, from retail to         
politics. One of the more influential experiences was as a          
budget analyst for a government contractor in Iraq. It was          
during this time in Iraq that Justin decided to join the           
Catholic Church.  

After leaving Iraq, Justin returned to the United States and          
to the world of Higher Education by attending Law School          
at Loyola University in Chicago. While there, Justin lived         
and served in a Residence Hall where he developed a          
reputation of constant hospitality and cultivated his love for         
community. After graduating with his J.D., Justin came to         
Notre Dame to pursue more studies in political science.         
During this time, Justin found great joy in his work with the            
Undergraduates of Notre Dame – devoting time and energy         
in and outside of the classroom. While at Notre Dame,          
Justin was an active member of Chorale and continued to          
gather others through his love of great food,  Shakespeare,          
and music. He has recently graduated with his Masters in          
Political Science and is happy to call Notre Dame home for           
this next step in his career . 

Rev. Peter McCormick, 
C.S.C. 

Director, Campus Ministry 

 
 
As director of Campus Ministry within the Division of         
Student Affairs, Father McCormick oversees a staff of        
some 30 clerical, religious and lay ministers tending to         
the spiritual needs of all Notre Dame students. 

A native of Grand Rapids, Mich., Father McCormick        
attended West Catholic High School. Following his       
graduation from Grand Valley State University in 2000        
he entered Moreau Seminary and two years later        
professed his first vows in the Congregation of Holy         
Cross. 

While in the seminary, Father McCormick worked at St.         
John Vianney Parish in Goodyear, Ariz., directing its        
Confirmation program, teaching mathematics in the      
parish school and coaching 5th and 6th grade basketball.         
Returning to Notre Dame, he earned a master’s degree in          
divinity in 2006 and was ordained a Holy Cross priest          
the following year. He received his Executive MBA       
from Notre Dame’s Mendoza College of Business in        
2015. From 2007 to 2013 he served as rector of Notre           
Dame’s Keough Hall. He also served as associate        
vocation director for Holy Cross from 2007 to 2010. He          
served as associate director of Campus Ministry until        
January 2015. He currently resides in Stanford Hall and         
serves as chaplain to the Notre Dame Men's Basketball         
team. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
What should I bring with me to Notre Dame?  
Really, whatever you feel that you need to have with you                     
for 9 months away from home. We would suggest                 
bringing/buying: a carpet, a fridge, a TV,             
PlayStation/XBox/Apple TV (or all three if you're really               
ambitious), bed supplies for  extra-long twin mattresses ,             
clock, lamp, stu� for laundry, clothes hangers, a sport                 
coat/suit, dress shirt and tie, underwear (bring about 1-2                 
weeks worth), posters, a big box fan for the window (or                     
two), and video games. As far as clothing goes, you                   
probably won't need as many shirts or pants as you think,                     
but use your own discretion. First-years tend to over-pack –                   
think hard about whether or not you need to bring your                     
leather pants.  
  
What about girls? 
What about them? You'll meet plenty during Welcome               
Weekend. And if you don't remember one of their names,                   
just try Katie. Or Laura. Or Mary.  
 
Dances? I thought I was done with those...  
Yes, but you thought wrong. Stanford has its annual Pirate                   
Dance in the fall and a formal in the spring. Become very                       
familiar with the acronym SYR as that will be tossed                   
around when talking about the dance, but know that it                   
referred to a previous time when dances could be held in                     
the dorm.  
 
What about the weather?  It's typical Midwest weather with                 
4 seasons. It'll be around 95 when you get to ND in August                         
and down around 10 in January. If you're from the Midwest,                     
you'll be �ne. Otherwise, just be prepared. Notre Dame is                   
not in California or Florida. It's in Indiana. 
 
What's with the food? I hear it's pretty good...  It is, by                       
college standards. We think the Princeton Review has ND                 
consistently at the #2 slot (behind Cornell, which has a                   
culinary school where students can eat). But, you will get                   
tired of it. So just be ready to take a jaunt to LaFun, or                           
borrow an upperclassmen's car to go o�-campus to               
Chipotle or Five Guys when you really need something                 
that doesn't come from North Dining Hall. 
 
Who is this Rector guy and what is Hall Sta�? 
That’s Justin! You can think of him as the dorm dad. He’s                       
here not so much to watch your every move but mostly to                       
make sure were all safe. Justin and the rest of the hall sta�                         
(Resident Assistants and Assistant Rectors) are your             
biggest fans. They are here to guide and support all the                     
Stanford guys. They, along with anyone on welcome sta�,                 
will always be there if you need someone to chat to, hoop                       
with, or play videogames. 
 

What are these sections you speak of? 
Great question! Stanford is shaped like a T. It has an                     
East/West wing as well as a North/South wing. Naturally,                 
each �oor has 2 sections, an East/West (E/W) and a                   
North/South (N/S). As such, if a gri�n lives on the third                     
�oor on the North/South wing, he would say he lives in                     
3N/S. Each section has its own R/A and competes in                   
weekly sports again other sections. 
 
What can I do on campus? 
Over the summer think about what you want to get                   
involved in. Notre Dame has almost anything you could                 
possibly want to do. From community service, clubs, to                 
vast athletic opportunities. If you’re not sure where to �nd                   
what you’re looking for, just ask!  
 
What will my room looking like? 
All �rst-year rooms will look the same. Each room is about                     
11’ by 13’. Each room has two built in closets and modular                       
furniture. Every room has 2 extra-long twin beds, 2 closets,                   
and 2 desks. You can loft the beds to save space. Most �rst                         
year rooms will look something like this! 
 
But you didn't answer all my questions! 
Goodness you guys are needy! Kidding of course, please do                   
not hesitate to e-mail one of us. Or Facebook Chat us if                       
that’s easier—most of the sta� just sit around all summer                   
waiting for these messages. Please. We need friends too. 
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Notre Dame Victory March  
Rally sons of Notre Dame  
Sing her glory and sound her fame,  
Raise her Gold and Blue  
And cheer with voices true:  
Rah, rah, for Notre Dame  
We will �ght in every game,  
Strong of heart and true to her name  
We will ne’er forget her  
And will cheer her ever  
Loyal to Notre Dame  
Cheer, cheer for old Notre Dame,  
Wake up the echoes cheer-ing her name,  
Send a volley cheer on high, 
Shake down the thunder from the sky.  
What though the odds be great or small  
Old Notre Dame will win over all,  
While her loyal sons are marching  
Onward to victory. 
Notre Dame, Our Mother  
As one �nal unifying act before leaving the stadium                 
after a football game, students both past and present                 
join arms and sway to the Alma Mater. Like the Fight                     
Song, the Alma Mater will serve as an eternal                 
reminder of your time spent at the University of                 
Notre Dame.  
 
Notre Dame, our Mother  
Tender, strong, and true  
Proudly in thy heavens,  
Gleams thy gold and blue.  
Glory’s mantle cloaks thee 
Golden is they fame,  
And our hearts forever,  
Praise thee Notre Dame,  
And our hearts forever,  
Love thee Notre Dame.  

Stanford Hall Fight Song 
Former Rector Father Tom Gaughan, C.S.C. wrote             
this �ght song as a parting gift to us. 
Fight, �ght for Stanford Hall! 
The Gri�ns �ght to great acclaim. 
Cheer, cheer for Stanford Hall! 
The best dorm hall at Notre Dame! 
Fight, �ght for Stanford Hall! 
The Cinderblock Palace of Love. 
We win by rout! 
We scream and shout: 
We’re in the house! 
We’re Stanford Hall!  
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YOUR ARRIVAL AT STANFORD HALL 

 
First of all, we at Stanford do things a little di�erent than the O�cial University Procedural Guide To Leaving 
Home And Coming To Notre Dame For the First Time. We know you will be hearing a thousand and one di�erent 
times and rules about arrival and how it is done. We want you to follow our instructions to make your move-in as 
smooth as possible. Here is what we do: 

1. This is not like other Universities. We have a sta�ed move-in, therefore it should take less than 15 minutes to 
get all your junk from your car to your room.  

2. We will be working move in from  9am-1pm  on Friday August 18th. These are set times so don’t expect to show 
up at 10pm on Friday and get moved in. Not only will you miss all the activities, but there will also not be 
anyone around to help you! 

3. Please E-Mail  Justin (J-Mac) and introduce yourself and send him a picture so we all know what you look like! 
Justin.M.McDevitt.8@nd.edu . Also, please email one or both of the Welcome Weekend Captains with a 
picture and introduce yourself to us as well. We want to try to get to know as many of you as possible! 

4. Ensure that you get o� the Indiana Toll Road at the Notre Dame exit, not the South Bend exit. After you pay 
your money to the state of Indiana, which will get really annoying after the seventh or eighth trip, you will 
turn right onto 933/31 or Michigan and take an IMMEDIATE LEFT at the stop light onto Douglas. After about 
a mile, you will pass a stop light and notice some �elds on your right. Take the �rst right after this onto 
Wilson. Turn right at the stop sign and tell the nice security guard that you are a Stanford man. He will 
immediately allow you to pass. If you forget this they usually take bribes. After the stop sign, continue straight 
and you will get your �rst glimpse of the miraculous wonder that is Stanford Hall. Turn left into the parking 
lot labeled A17 and you have arrived!  

5. Have fun the rest of the summer and we are looking forward to meeting you! 
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